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I N  THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STA TE OFIDAHO 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
ST. LUKES MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, LTD, 
Petitioner/Appellant, 
VS. 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, 
Respondent. 
) 
Supreme Court No. 36467-2009 
) CLERKS RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the 5th Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding 
************** 
HONORABLE BARRY WOOD DISTRICT JUDGE 
STEVEN B. PITS, 
LAW OFFICES 
450 Falls Avenue, Ste 201 
Twin Falls, ID  83301 
CALVIN CAMPBELL, LUVERNE SHULL 
GOODING COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
624 Main Street 
Gooding, I d  83330 
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INDEXES 
Date: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 9  Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County 
&$::? 
Time: I "82O AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 2 Case: CV-2008-0000645 Current Judge: Barry Wood 
St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Center vs. Board Of County Commissioners 
St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Center vs. Board Of County Commissioners 
Date Code User Judge 
- - 
New Case Filed - Other Claims Barry Wood NCOC 
APER 
BECKY 
BECKY Plaintiff: St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Barry Wood 
Center Appearance Steven B. Pitts 
BECKY Filing: R2 Appeal or petiton for judical review, or Barry Wood 
cross-appeal or cross-petition, from Commission 
Board/ or body to the District Court Paid by: 
Pitts, Steven B. (attorney for St. Luke's Magic 
Valley Regional Medical Center) Receipt number: 
0004434 Dated: 10/29/2008 Amount: $88.00 
(Check) For: St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional 
Medical Center (plaintiff) 
Petition for Judicial Review Barry Wood PETN 
ORDR 
BECKY 
CYNTHIA Order Governing Judicial Review of Agency Barry Wood 





Motion to Consolidate Barry Wood 
Respondent's Memorandum in Support of Motion Barry Wood 
to Consolidate 














Order to Consolidate Barry Wood 
Stipulation re Filing of Brief Barry Wood 
Order re: Filing of Brief Barry Wood 
Petitioners Brief Barry Wood 
Respondent's Brief Barry Wood 
Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument on Appeal Barry Wood 
02/24/2009 10:30 AM) 
CYNTHIA Continued (Oral Argument on Appeal Barry Wood 
02/24/2009 01 :00 PM) 





CONT Continued (Oral Argument on Appeal Barry Wood 
02/24/2009 1 1 :00 AM) 
Court Minutes Hearing type: Oral Argument on Barry Wood 
Appeal Hearing date: 2/24/2009 Time: 11 :00 am 
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape 
number: Dc 09-02 
CMlN CYNTHIA 
CYNTHIA Hearing result for Oral Argument on Appeal held Barry Wood 






Order on Petition for Judicial Review Barry Wood 
Disposition With Hearing - Agency determination Barry Wood 
affirmed 








Appealed To The Supreme Court Barry Wood 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive Barry Wood 
Notice of Appeal Barry Wood 
Date: FL542009 
ka$%.. 
Time: \_"do AM 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County 
ROA Report 
Page 2 of 2 Case: CV-2008-0000645 Current Judge: Barry Wood 
St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Center vs. Board Of County Commissioners 
St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Center vs. Board Of County Commissioners 
Date Code User Judge 
5/1/2009 CYNTHIA Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of Barry Wood 
Transcripts For Appeal Per Page Paid by: St. 
Luke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Center (p 
Receipt number: 0001619 Dated: 5/1/2009 
Amount: $100.00 (Check) 
CYNTHIA Miscellaneous Payment: Supreme Court Appeal Barry Wood 
Fee (Please insert case #) Paid by: St. Luke's 
Magic Valley Regional Medical Center (p Receipt 
number: 0001619 Dated: 5/1/2009 Amount: - 
$86.00 (Check) 
CYNTHIA Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court Barry Wood 
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via 
Misc. Payments. The $1 5.00 County District 
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Pitts, 
Steven B. (attorney for St. Luke's Magic Valley 
Regional Medical Center) Receipt number: 
0001620 Dated: 5/1/2009 Amount: $15.00 
(Check) For: St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional 
Medical Center (plaintiff) 
5/22/2009 NOTC CYNTHIA Amended Notice of Appeal Barry Wood 
STEVEN B. PITTS ISB No. 4957 I- ! L P  ' ' 
LAW OFFICE OF STEVEN PITTS. P.A 
AtZomeys at Law 2008 oCT 2 9 pH 3: 59 
450 Falls Ave., Suite 201 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 
Telephone: (208) 734-5682 
Facsimile: (208) 733-2482 
Attorney for St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Center, Ltd. 
'EN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAI-10, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
- 
ST. LUIE'S MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL 
MEDICAL, CENTER, LTD., an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation (regarding Megan 
Freeman), 
Petitioner, 
Case NO. Q.1- Ooo0445 
BOARD OF COUNTS COMMISSIONERS 
OF GOODING COUNTY, 
Respondent. 







Fee Category: R2 
Fee: $88.00 
COMES NOW Petitioner St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Center, Ltd., by and 
through its attorney Steven B. Pitts of the firm Law Oftice of Steven Pitts, P.A., and hereby 
petitions this Court, pursuant to Idaho Code $ 5  3 1-1506, 31-35056 and 67-5273 and Idaho Civil 
Rule of Procedure 84(f), for judicial review of the following matter: 
1. The name of the agency for which judicial review is sought: Respondent Board of 
County Commissioners of Gooding County. 
2. The title of the district court to which the petition is taken: District Court for the Fifth 
Judicial District of Gooding County. 
PETITlON FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - Page 1 
3. Infomation such as the date and the heading, case caption or other designation of the 
agency and the action for which judicial review is sought: Amended Findings of Fact and 
Decision on Remand, In lie: Medical Indigency Application for Megan R. Freeman, Case No. 
07-3-3143, Dated October 2,2008. 
4. Statement of the method by which proceedings were recorded: Audio recording of the 
hearing was made. 
5. A request for a transcript has been made and the transcript and record were prepared for 
the pre-litigation screening process outlined in Idaho Code 5 3 1-350 1. 
6. A statement of the issues for judicial review that the petitioner then intends to assert on 
judicial review: 
- Whether Megan R. Freeman is a medically indigent person under I.C. 3 1-3501 et 
seq.? 
- Whether there is substantial and competent evidence to support the Board's 
finding that Megan R. Freeman is not medically indigent? 
- Whether the Board erred as a matter of law in considering the income and 
resources of Megan R. Freeman in determining Megan R. Freeman's eligibility for county 
assistance under I.C. 3 1-3502(1)? 
- Whether the Hospital should be awarded costs and attorney fees on appeal? 
Petitioner reserves the right to assert additional issues on appeal not included in this 
statement of issues as allowed by statute and rule; 
7. A designation as to whether a transcript is requested. Petitioner has already requested a 
transcript of the appeal hearing in the above-referenced matter; and, 
8. I, Steven B. Pitts, on behalf of the Petitioner, hereby certify the following: 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - Page 2 
a. That service of this Petition was made on the Gooding County Board of 
Commissioners on the same date this Petition was filed; and, 
b. That a transcript has been requested and Petitioner has paid the estimated 
fee to the clerk for preparation of the transcript and record. 
DATED this l y f  day of October 2008. 
i , 
STEVEN B. PITTS 
Attorney for Petitioner 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - Page 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing PETITION was 
served this day of October 2008 by U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid, on the following 
person(s) : 
Gooding County Board of Commissioners 
624 Main Street 
P.O. Box 417 
Gooding, ID 833 30 
Gooding County Deputy Prosecutor 
624 Main Street 
P.O. Box 86 
Gooding, ID 83330 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - Page 4 
Calvin H. Campbell 
I.S.B. No. 4579 
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney 
Luverne E. Shull, Chief Deputy 
I.S.B. No. 5477 
P.O. Box 86 
Gooding, ID 83330 
(208) 934-4493 
ORIGINAL 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI-IE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
OF GOODING COUNTY, 
ST. LUKE'S MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL 
IVEDICAL CENTER, Ltd. 
(regarding Megan Freeman), 
Petitioner, 
Respondent. I 
CASE NO. CV-2008-0000645 
STIPULATION TO CONSOLIDATE 
COMES NOW RESPONDENT, GOODING COUNTY, by and through its attorney of 
record, Calvin H. Campbell, and PETITIONER, ST. LUKE'S MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL 
CENTER Ltd., by and through its attorney of Record, Steve PITTS, and hereby stipulate to that 
it would be in the best interest of the parties to consolidate Gooding County Case No. A CV 
2008-645 and Gooding County Case No. CV 2007-790 in the interests ofjudicial economy and 
efficiency and because the record in Gooding County Case No. CV 2008-645 should be identical 
to the record in Gooding County Case No. CV 2007-790 except for the addition of the Amended 
Findings of Fact and Decision on Remand signed by the County Commissioners of Gooding 
County on October 2,2008. 




STIPULATION TO CONSOLIDATE 
Attorney for Petitioner 
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RATED: 
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FILED 
ORIGINAL 
Calvin H. Campbell 
I.S.B. No. 4579 
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney 
Luverne E. Shull, Chief Deputy 
I.S.B. No. 5477 
P.O. Box 86 
Gooding, ID 83330 
(208) 934-4493 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF T E  FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
OF GOODING COUNTY, 
ST. LUKE'S MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, Ltd. 
(regarding Megan Freeman), 
Petitioner, 
Respondent. 
CASE NO. CV-2008-0000645 
ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
BASED UPON the review of the Motion to Consolidate of Respondent, Gooding County, 
by and through it's attorney, Calvin H. Campbell, and the Stipulation of the parties in this matter, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Gooding County Case No. CV 2007-790 and Gooding 
County Case No. CV 2008-645 be consolidated. 
DATED this day of November, 2008. 
ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
i 
Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEKEBY CERTIFY that on t h i s 2 5  day of November, 2008, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE to be placed in the United States 
mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
Steven B. Pitts 
TAYLOR, TAYLOR & PITTS, P.A. 
AMomeys at Law 
PO Box 190 1 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303- 190 1 
Calvin H. Campbell 
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney 
PO Box 86 
Gooding, Idaho 83330 
ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
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Steven B, Pitts, XSB#4957 
GOWtNG C0. IDANO 
LAW OFFICE OF SJXVEN PTTTS, f .A. 
FILE0 
Attorney at Law 
Twir~ Falls, Idaho 83301 200dDEC 30 Pfi 4: 44 
Telephone: (208) 734-5682 GOOoIMI; COUMTY j CLERM , - 
F a c s ~ l e :  (208) 733-2482 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH .nn=)ICtAL DISTRICT OF THE STAT, OF 
IDAHO, XX\J AJW FOR TEE COUNTTJ OF GOODING - 
ST LTJIW'S MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL 1 
h4J2DXCAL CENTBR, Ltd., 1 
(regarding Megan Freeman), 1 
1 Case No. CV 2008-645 
Petitioner, 1 
) PETITIONER'S BRIEF 
v. 1 
BOARD OF COUN'TY C O m S S I O W R S  
1 
1 
OF GOODING COUNTY, 
- ,  
1 
* ' ' I  . 
Respondent. 
3 )  . , 
1 
, 6 
Appeal fxnm the Board of County Commissioims of Goading County, Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions ancl Decision, dated October 2,2008 
The Honorable Barry Wood, District Judge, presiding , - 
Steven B. Pitts 
LAW OFFICE OF STEVEN Pfll"TS, P.A. 
450 Falls Avenue, Suite 201 
Twin Falls, lP 83301, for Petitioner ' . 
Luverne Shdl 
DEPUTY GOODING COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. Box 86 
Gooding, 1I) 83 $30. for Respondcnt 
1 . . 
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Substantial Evidence on the Record as a m o l e  
11. Costs and Attomrsy Fees 
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T h i s  is an appeal by St. 12uke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Center ("SLMVRMC'") 
of the Board of Comty Co&ssionan of Gooding Coun9"s ("'Board'') final de tdnat ion,  
dated October 2,2008. This js the second appeal in this matter. The first appeal resulted in a 
remand 611o*g a ~ m n  decision froin the Court, dated June 25.2008. The fist decision of 
th6 Board was dated August 27, 2007. With respect to that decision, the Court found .rhat the 
Board's decision lacked legally sufficient fmdings of fact. Specifically, the C o w  found that the 
Board's fbdi.egs constituted mere recitatioxts of testhony given at the hearing and f d e d  to 
comply with the requirements for -aciM.wtive decisions described in Crown Point 
Developm~nt, Inc. v. Cip  of S m  Valley. 144 Idaho 72 (2007). 
Tlis appeal is in the nature of a petition for judicial review and was filed pursmt  to 
Idaho Code feI.C.'? 31-3505G. Thjs .alppal was made on the grounds that the evidence in the 
record demons2t:ates that the patient, Megaxl.Fset:w, ("Patient") is a medically indigent pmson. 
nough the Board has gone to considerable 'lengths to issue a finding of non-indigeizce. the 
evidence in the record docs oot suppoa the B o d ' s  finding. 
PROCEDUML ANfS FACTt'hL.BACX(GROUND 
The procedural and factual history of this appeal is set forth in the briefing submitted by 
the parties during the first appeal. T w  procedural events since the first. appeal arc worth noting, 
however. Since the first apped, Ole.Gotanry filed a+''Motice to Court" that the County did 
slipdate that the husband's gross income was $ 1  A33.0 1 pm month. ' h e  record reflects that thc 
husband's gross income was the gross income for the Plozksehold, sincc the patientiwjik was 
unemployed. ,i . . $.I 
i 
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Additiocrafly, since the initial briefing, the Board issued a second decision. The fmdhgs 
of the Board are set forth, in. the: decision. Two things are worth noting about the decision. First, 
in parapph  6,  7, 8 and 9,  the County again spends a considerable amount of time and energy 
doing calculations concerning the hwbmd's income at Lithia Since &C County stipulated that 
the paiimt's hwbmd" gross incomc was $1,433.01 per mont11, the County's considcmtion of the 
husband's rcgdar income, overtime income aud ded~~ctions from regular wages at Litlua is 
~ e l e v ~ t  and inappropriate. The County's representative stipulated at hearing that - the 
husband's gross income was $1,433.01 pa month, and the County is bound by that stipulation. 
Further, in paragraph 12, the Board now fmds that the "take home (net) income for 
Robert Freeman is Fourteen Hmdred.Forty8 Thee dollars and one cent (9;1,433.01").'' Again, 
since the: County's repre3entative feipulatcd &&the husband's gross income was $1,433.01 per 
month, this finding was completely h~ppxopriate. The. Caw@ cannot now find that the 
husband's gross income of $1.433.01 is mt incomc. arkken the County's representative stipulated 
that h e  husband" gross income was $1,433.01 per month. 
The secoad thing worth noting abut the hard's second decision is that part of thc 
decision i s  baed on fiction, md not facts-8. h 0 t h ~  words, rather accepting the patient/appIicant 
as she really is2 the County loaked a* thelpatiencas the County would have liked the patient to be. 
For example, in paragraph 13, rather &sn, concluding that P11e patid and her husband's available 
income was $1.433.01, the arnomt stipu1ated:to by the  patties, the Board concludes that the 
patimt can cam w additional $740 a month, cvw.though t11c.patient does not work and is a stay- 
at-hhme mother of two young children ages 5 and 18 months. To justify the finding that the 
Freeman's can e m  additional incomc if thc patient imds a job. the Board then concludes that the 
* ". 
. * .% 
. i 
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patient can find cmplnmen.t during a shiB time that is oppa8lte from her hwba~d's, so that the 
patient and her husband can avoid the inevitable cost of day care. 
Thcse findings are not based on cvidence in the record. First, the patient does not work 
(aside from h a  full-time job as a stay-at-home mom). and second, the County offered no 
evidence that work was available to the patient at. tfie times tl: Coamty suggested she should 
work. While it is m e  that the patient was not disabled and could hypmhe~calfy earn $740 per 
month at a minimum wage job, as &Is. Netz testified, this was not evidence that work was 
available in the arca at that wage or that work was available at times that would permit the 
Freeman's to avoid day care costs for their children. 
Additionally, the County finds that the patimt would receive a tax rcfund of $4,000 next 
year, when, in fact, the patient specifically testified .that she did not know whdler she and her 
husband would receive a tax refund and what tbe anaunt of the tax r e u d  w u l d  be. The 
County &as this h d h g  in paragraph 1 3. 
ISSmS. OW APPEAL 
1. Whether them is substantid. and competent* evidence to support the Board's 
finding that the Patient is not medically. indigent? 
2. Whether SLMVRMC should be,awdcd costsrunder I.C. 12-1 17? 
The denid of an application for medical indigcncy benefits i s  rcviewed under the 
AdministraGve Procedures Act ("'APA"). a, I.C. 3 3-35056: In re Ackc~nzan, 127 Idalzo 495 
(1 995). Under the APA, judicial re:~~itw ofan a&mbli&ative order is limited to the record before 
the agency, in this case the Board. Shoba v. A& CortnYy, f 30 Jdaho 580 (1 997). This Court may 
not strbsri%utc its judgment for that of the Board on questions of fact, aad it must uphold the 
ONER'S RMEF - Page 6 
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Bonrd's findings if suppond by submt id  and comptent evidence. Id. However, fhs Court is 
free to correct errors of law. finzversi~ of Utah Ho.vp v. Bd. of Comm 'rs of Plzyelte County, 128 
Idaho 5 1 7 (Gt. App. 1 996). 
Under the APA: this court shall & f f i i  the Board's action unless the Court fids &,at the 
Board" findings, infmei~ces, conclwions or decisions are '"'(a) in violatjon of consti&tioa.d or 
starnary psovisions: (b) in excess of stabtory authority of the @oarill; (c) made upon unlawful 
procedures; (d) not supported by subswtid and competent evidence on the record as a whole; ox - 
(c) arbitrary, capricious, ox an abuse of discretion." I. C, 67-5279(2). 
Idaho law requires the Court to review the Board's decision under the substantial 
evidence standard, to conduct "a serious rcvicw [of the record] which gocs beyond the mere 
ascertainment of procedural re~d~ty6".Loca11494~crffrzb 'l Ass 'n of fj'irefr'ghfers 1). City of Coeur 
d;dEene, 99 Idaho 630, 633 (1978). ,To deterrm;ltle whether there is substantial evidence 
supporting the Board" findings, the Ca't4.x.t nxwt review the whole record, rxlclud~ng the evidence 
contrary tn the Board's decision. lii. at 634, The Gour;e~may not affirm simply because there i s  
any evidence, or a mere scintilla of evidence, to support the Board's findings. Rnther, tl~e 
evidence supportkg the Board's &dings must be substantial. lii: 
1. The B o d ' s  Findis~s Are Affected b v r  Error of JLaw And Are Not Su~mrted by 
Substantial Evidence on the Record as  a %&A 
a'- L 
The Board erred in concluding that the patient was not: medically Indigent. The evidence 
- 8  ., , . . 
and testimony in the record demonstrated t l~at the patient did not have suffrcicnt income or 
resources to pay for l-ter medjcal expenses over a period of five (5 )  years. At l~earing, the parties 
- .  
stipulated that the husba~id's income was $1.43.00, the figure used by Medicaid to qualify the 
, . , .'* 
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children for Medic4d services,' See, Notice to Court. This was the only income the patient and 
her husbmd emed each month. The: patient testifxed that she was unemployed and that she 
cared for her and husband's tvvn minor children, whose ages were 5 years and 18 months. &g, 
We&g Transcript, dated A.u~;u.qt 3,  2007, p. 45 ("Wearing Transcript"). The patient testified 
that if she found a p l o m a t ,  she wauld have additional expenses, including child care expenses 
of up to $675 a month. &g, Hearing Transcript p. 47. There was no evidence that m p l o p e n t  
was avaiiable and, even if ap lomen t  was available nr minimum wage in the area where she 
lived, the cvidence Woamtc td  that the patient's additional, projected income would be offset 
by her additional projected expenses. &, Hearing Tmscrifi p. 46, 47 and 61. Though the 
Board suggests that the patient anJ her husband might qualify for a tax refun& the! ev ihce ,  
which stm& un-rebutted in. the mcod, shows that the Freeman's had no idea whether they 
would qualie for a tax rcliurd next y a p  w .not. : &, Hearing Transcript, p. 49 md TO. 
The evidence at hearing demsf2sm&d that fbe patient and her husband's expenses 
exceeded $1,900.00 a man&. &, Fkdings oFFact; Conclusions a d  Decision, datd  October 2, 
2008, parawph 1 1 .  Even if the gamishment.&cxxed to in the Board's decision w m  paid off in 
September 22007, there was no pmba~ve_.~videncc that the patient could pay over $320 a month 
to r e t h  her medical dcbt in 60 month*. "Theevidence shows that the patient and her husband's 
jncome was $1,433.01. Even if t h e e g e s h e m  is not ~onsidcred, the expenses would still 
exceed the available income. Without the gWshmmt,."th.t expenses are $1,542.58. %, 
Findings of Fact. Conclusions and Bmision, dated October 2. 2008, paragraph 1 I .  The total 
~nedical costs arc in cxcess of 9; 19,000. . - . , 
/ .  a h h - 8  
' This figure is a gross income figurc. ~cdicaid  6ascs tili@bil;r?i: for' pr&pms based on gross income. Conversely, 
under thr Medical Indigence Act, it is net income that is the relevant income. since only a d a b l e  resources may be 
considered far eligibility ~ i n a l ~ o n s .  . A 
PAGE 10>s-+. gspjqj 
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The evidence plarnly es&blished that the patient did not have the ability to pay for her 
medical expenses w i h n  60 months, and the Board's decision should be REWRSED. 
If. Costs a d  AEomev Fees 
Idaho Code 12-1 17(1) requires the Court to award reasonable expenses and attorney fees 
to a party that prevails in a judicial procec$hg againsf a County "if the Court finds that the 
[County] act4 without a reasomble basis in fact or law,'"LVMRMC maintains that the 
County acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law in h d m g  that the patient w e  not 
medically indigent. The record and. evidence demonstrated that the patient did not have 
sdlicient resources to pay for hcr medical bills within 60 months. The County was given a 
second chance to issue a decision in this matter. SLMVRMC maintains that the C o m ~ ' s  econd 
decision is even more axbitrary than rhe Srst decision. If Court sbould find that SLMVRMC 
is a prevailing party, SLMVRMC requests tbis.Court 1o~awm6 rl~e hospital its costs on appeal. 
Based on the foregoing points md authorities, S L W M C  respectfullly requests that the 
Court REVERSE the Board's de~igion-in this mtter, , . 
t; DATED t.s ?b day of December 2008. 
. - 8 .  Attorney for Petitioner 
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IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
OF GOODING COUNTY, 
ST. LUKE'S MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, Ltd. 
(regarding Megan Freeman), 
Petitioner, 
Respondent. I 
CASE NO. CV-2008-0000645 
RESPONDENT'S BRJEF 
COMES NOW RESPONDENT GOODING COUNTY, and files the following 
brief in opposition to the Petition for Judicial Review: 
I. STATEMENT OF AUTHORITIES 
Canyonview (regarding Lavar Gough) vs. Gooding County, Gooding County Case No. CV- 
2007-0000029 (2007). 
Idaho Code $ 9  3 1-3501 ef seg., including, but not limited to: 
3 1-3502. DEFINITIONS: (1) "Medically indigent" & (1 7) "Resources" 
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF - I  - 
Idaho Code tj 12-1 17(1) 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 6( c )(6) IDAHO CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES, Section 6. 
Guidelines Income Determination - Income Defined. 
Sacred Heart Medical Center v. Kootenai County Commissioners, 136 Idaho 787,41 P.3d 215 
(2002). 
Bonner General Hospital v. Bonner County, 133 Idaho 7, 98 1 P.2d. 242 (Idaho 1999) 
Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 USC 8, Section 206, title VIII, Section 8102 (as amended in 2007 
- 
by Public Law 11 0-28) - Minimum wage 
University of Utah Hospital v. Board of County Commissioners of Twin Falls County; 745 P.2d 
1062, 1 13 Idaho 441,445 (App Ct. 1987). 
University of Utah Hosp. v. Ada County Bd. of Com'rs, 153 P.3d 1154, 143 Idaho 808, (2007). 
Mercy hfedical Center v. Board of County Commissioners of Ada County, 192 P.3d 1050, 1057, 
146 Idaho 226 (2008). 
Crown Point Development, Inc. v. City of Stln Valley, 144 Idaho 72, 156 P.3d 573 (2007). 
Carpenter v. Twin Falls County, 107 Idaho 575,691 P.2d 11 90 (1984). 
Application ofdckerman, 127 Idaho 495, 903 P.2d 84 (1995). 
Aguiar v. Aguiar, 142 Idaho 331, 127 P.3d 234, (App. Ct.: 2005). 
Robinson v. Robinson, 136 Idaho 451, 35 P.3d 268 (2001). 
Atkinson v. Atkinson, 124 Idaho 23, 855 P.2d 484 (App. Ct. 1993). 
Ireland v. Ireland, 123 Idaho 955, 855 P.2d 40(1993). 
State Dept. Of Health and Weyare ex rel. State of Or. v. Conley, 132 Idaho 266, 971 P.2d 332 
(1 999). 
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11. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Megan Freeman (Applicant) received necessary medical care at Saint Luke's Magic 
Valley Regional Medical Center (Provider) March 1 - 3, 2007. Provider and Applicant timely 
filed a Uniform County Medical Assistance Application on an "Emergency 3 1 day" basis with 
Gooding County (County). County initially denied the application, Provider requested a hearing, 
and County entered a final denial August 27, 2007. This denial was based on Applicant's ability 
to pay the medical bills in question, a total of nineteen thousand four hundred nineteen dollars 
- 
and ninety one cents ($1 9,419.91), over a period of five (5) years (sixty (60) months). 
Provider then submitted the matter to the Pre-litigation screening panel. County chose not 
to follow the panel's non-binding recommendation. Provider filed the Petition for Judicial 
Review. The Court heard argument and thereafter rendered a decision June 25,2008 granting the 
Petition because the stated findings of fact of the BOCC were not legally sufficient. 
The matter was remanded to the BOCC for the entry of legally sufficient findings of fact. 
The BOCC entered Amended Findings of Fact and Decision on Remand, October 2,2008. The 
parties agreed to, and the Court ordered, consolidation of CV-07-790 and CV-08-645. 
111. FACTUAL RECORD 
The BOCC entered Amended Findings of Fact and Decision on Remand October 2,2008 
providing in pertinent part: 
Gooding County initially denied this application on May 7, 2007 after determining 
that. . . the Patient'Applicant (Freeman) was not indigent per I.C. 31-3502(1); that 
the County was not the last resource per I.C. 3 1 -3502(17) . . . . 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Freeman's application for County Medical Assistance in this case Number 
7-3-3 143, was filed as an emergency, 3 1-day application with Gooding 
County on March 23, 2007. The initial date of medical service was March 
1,2007. The total of the medical bills at issue in this case is Nineteen 
Thousand Four Hundred Nineteen dollars and ninety one cents 
($1 9,419.9 1). . . . The Fifty Four (54) month payoff would be Three 
Hundred Fifty Three dollars and sixty three cents ($359. 63) monthly. 
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. . . .  
4. The only issue before the BOCC is the ability of the Freeman's to pay 
the medical bills over a period of between fifty four (54) and sixty (60) 
months. 
5. Gooding County entered Exhibits A through I, the appealing party entered 
exhibits 1-5. Megan Freeman's spouse is named Robert Freeman. Megan 
is voluntarily unemployed, in order to care for her children. She has been 
employed in the past and is capable of working in the future. She and 
Robert worked opposite shifts in the past to reduce or eliminate childcare 
expenses. Megan is not disabled. 
6. Robert works at Lithia Motors. The County's exhibit "En ( Robert's pay 
through April 15,2007) reflects gross pay (year to date) as $7 144.12. Mandatory 
deductions (year to date) show as $592.73. These mandatory deductions are .083 
- 
of the gross pay, and reflect that Robert has taken deductions for both of the 
children (Exhibit H). The pay net of these deductions is $655 1.39. The monthly 
pay, through April 15, 2007, net of the mandatory deductions ($655 1.39 divided 
by 3.5) is $1871.82. 
. . . .  
9. . . . .The garnishment amount of $399.61 will be available to the Freeman's 
to apply to medical bills in October 2007. 
10. Megan Freeman is capable of working a full time minimum wage job. Witness 
Netz testified that Megan could net $739.35 per month with such employment, and the 
BOCC so find. Megan's employment will also result in additional expenses for at least 
2.5 hours per day for child care and commuting expenses of 50 cents per mile. Megan's 
commute should be no more than 5 miles round trip per day for 5 days per week, given 
the family's current residence address in Twin Falls. Megan testified that she found a 
child care charging $650.00 per month for full time care. This translates to $3.70 per 
hour, for a total per day of $9.25 (2.5 X $3.70). The total additional commuting expense 
will be $2.50 (5 X SO) per day. The additional expense for Megan's employment will 
be $11.75 per day. Multiplying this figure by an average of 22 work days per month 
will add $258.50 to the Freeman's monthly expenses. 
1 1. The family expenses (Exhibit " H )  are stated as $1978.68. This does 
include the garnishment amount of $436.00, which actually will be 
approximately $400.00 per month (see above). The family expenses, with 
the proper garnishment amount, are $1942.68. Since the garnishment 
amount is being reported as an expense, that amount will not also be 
deducted from Robert's income. Further, beginning in October 2007 
when the garnishment is satisfied, the family expenses will drop to 
$1542.68. 
. . . .  
12. . . . The BOCC finds that the stipulated take home (net) income for 
Robert Freeman is Fourteen Hundred Forty Three dollars and one cent 
($1 443.01). 
13. Exhibit "I" is The Freeman's 2006 tax return. The return reflects a total 
refund (State and Federal) of $5684.00. Page 3 of the Exhibit, a 
comparison of 2005 and 2006, shows that even rhough the Freeman's 
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income dropped, their refund amount increased. The BOGC notes that 
combining a full year of Megan working at $739.35 per month and Robert 
working at $1443.0 1 per month yields a total income of $26,188.32 per 
year, an amount between the 2005 and 2006 income. The BOCC finds 
that the Freeman's will receive tax refunds of at least $4,000.00 per 
year. 
14. Total medical bills for this application, (Gooding County Exhibit G), are 
$19,419.91 and can be paid over 54 months at a rate of $359.63. 
15. The BOCC makes the calculation of the Freeman's available resources to 
pay the medical bills as follows (all per month beginning as of October 
2007): 
- 
Combined Income (1443.01 + 739.35): 2182.36 
Expenses: 1542.68 
Add for Megan working 258.50 
1801.18 
Available work income to pay medical bills 381.18 
Tax return available ($4000.00 / 12) 333.33 
Total available per month to pay medical bills 714.51 
CONCLUSION 
. . . .  
Megan R. Freeman is not disabled and has the ability to earn income, along with 
her husband, to pay the medical bills covered by this application over a period of 
60 months pursuant to I.C. 3 1-3502(17). In this case, Megan R. Freeman would 
be paying the bills over a fifty four (54) month period at a rate of $359.63 per 
month. The record and testimony do establish that Megan R. Freeman is not 
indigent. 
BOCC Amended Findings of Fact and Decision on Remand, October 2,2008 (emphases added). 
IV. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Quoting Canyonview (regarding Lavar Gough) vs. Gooding County, Gooding 
County Case No. CV-2007-0000029 (2007): 
Under Idaho Code sec. 31-3505, judicial review of a Decision by a 
Board of County Commissioners shall be in 'substantially the same 
manner provided in the Administrative Procedures Act.' Under the 
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Act, judicial review of an administrative order is limited to the 
record before the agency, in this case the County. Shobe v. Ada 
G'ounty, 130 Idaho 580 (Idaho 1997). This Court may not 
substitute it's judgement for the Board on questions of fact. and it 
must uphold the Board's findings if supported by substantial and 
competent evidence. Id. However, this Court is free to correct 
errors of law. University of Utah Hosp. v. Bd. Of Comm 'rs of 
Payette County, 128 Idaho 5 17 (Idaho App. 1996). 
Under the Act. this Court shall affirm the County's action 
unless the Court finds that the Court's (Board's) findings, 
inkrences, or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of the constitutional or statutory 
provisions: 
(b) in excess of statutory authority or the [County]; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedures; 
(d) not supported by substantial and competent 
evidence on the record as a whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
I.C. 67-5279(2) 
Idaho Law requires the Court to review the County's decision under the 
substantial evidence standard, to conduct 'a serious review [of the record] which 
goes beyond the mere ascertainment of procedural irregularity.' Local 1494 of the 
Int ' I  Ass 'n of FireJighters v. city ofCouer d 'Alene, 99 Idaho 630, 633 (Idaho 
1978). To determine whether there is substantial evidence supporting the City's 
findings, the Court must review the whole record, including the evidence contrary 
to the County's decision. Id. At 634. The Court may not affirm simply because 
there is any evidence, or a mere scintilla of evidence, to support the County's 
findings. Rather, the evidence supporting the County's findings must be 
substantial. Id. 
Canyonview (regarding Lavar Gough) vs. Gooding County, Gooding County Case No. CV- 
2007-0000029 (2007). 
V. DISCUSSION 
A. AVAILABLE RESOURCES AND ABILITY TO PAY WITHIN FIVE YEARS 
1. "Medically indigent" is defined in Idaho Code 3 1-3502 ( I )  providing: 
( I )  "Medically indigent" means any person who is in need of necessary medical 
services and who, if an adult, together with his or her spouse, or whose parents or 
guardian if a minor, does not have income and other resources available to him 
from whatever source sufficient to pay for necessary medical services. 
Nothing in this definition shall prevent the board of county commissioners and 
administrator from requiring the applicant and obligated persons to reimburse the 
county and the catastrophic health care costs program, where appropriate, for all 
or a portion of their medical expenses, when investigation of their application 
pursuant to this chapter, determines their ability to do so. 
I.C. $ 3 1-3502 (1) (Michie. 2005) (emphasis added). 
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2. "Resources" are defined in Idaho Code 3 1 -3502(17) providing: 
"Resources" means all property, whether tangible or intangible, real or personal, 
liquid or nonliquid, including, but not limited to, all forms of public assistance, 
crime victim's compensation, worker's compensation, veterans benefits, 
medicaid, medicare and any other property from any source for which an applicant 
and/or an obligated person may be eligible or in which he or she may have an 
interest. Resources shall include the ability of an applicant and obligated 
persons to pay for necessary medical services over a period of up to five (5) 
years. For purposes of determining approval for medical indigency only, 
resources shall not include the value of the homestead on the applicant or 
obligated persons' residence, a burial plot, exemptions for personal property 
allowed in section 1 10605(1) through (31, Idaho Code, and additional exemptions 
allowed by county resolution.' 
I.C. 3 1-3502 (17) (Michie, 2005) (emphasis added). 
The Court in Application ofrlckerrnan, 127 Idaho 495, 903 P.2d 84 (1995) found: 
We do not believe that the definition of "available" necessarily means the present 
ability to pay all medical expenses immediately. Under appellants' argument, 
Ackerman is indigent unless he has a reserve of enough funds to pay off the 
incurred expenses all at once. We do not believe this statement accurately reflects 
the law. Ackerman presently has the ability to pay off his medical expenses in a 
reasonable time. 
Application ofdckerrnan, 127 Idaho 495,497,903 P.2d 84, 86 (1995). 
3. Garnishment 
County stipulated, and Applicant agreed (Transcript, Page 5 1, Lines 24-25; Page 52, 
Lines 1-2) that her Husband's monthly income was $1443.00 , before the wage garnishment was 
paid off. Of course, once the wage garnishment was paid off in August of 2007, Applicants 
available income would rise by $436.00 (Trans., P. 21, L. 21-25; P. 22, L. 1-1 I), to $1 879.00. 
Applicants expenses would also drop from $1978.68 to $1542.68. (Trans., P. 20, L. 14 - 18; P. 
4. Tax Refund 
Finally, anticipated tax refunds are certainly at issue. Applicant did in fact receive a 
federal tax refund of $5,447.00, and a State tax refund of $237.00 sometime in early 2007. 
Those amounts were evidently reduced to a total of $5,148.00 due to fees charged in regard to a 
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refund loan. (Trans,, P. 33, L. 3 - 10) Continuing in the Transcript at Page 33, Lines 14 - 25, it 
appears that the refund had been spent prior to the time of service. Discussion of future refunds 
did not pinpoint an amount, only that refunds would be had and they would most likely be 
somewhat less that the refund received in 2007. (Trans. P. 36, L. 17 - 25; P. 37, L. 1 - 22 ; Also 
see discussion at Trans. P.56, L. 18 - 25; P. 57, L. 1 - 7). 
5. Child care costs 
Applicant and her husband worked opposite shifts to reduce or eliminate child care costs. The 
children who were Five years and Eighteen months of age at the time of the hearing before the 
Comissioners, were obviously younger when Applicant was working. (Trans., P. 45, L. 7 - 11 .) 
Applicant testified that the same arrangement could be made now, except for two weeks when 
her husband might be sent out of State for training. (Trans., P.52, L. 6 - 25; P. 53, L. 1- 5). 
County takes the position that Applicant has sufficient resources to pay the medical bills 
owed the provider over a period of up to five (5) years (I.C. 3 1.3502[17]). Sacred Heart Medical 
Center vs. Kootenai County Commissioners; 136 Idaho 787,41 P.3d 21 5 (2002) (claimants' 
disability income was sufficient, after monthly living expenses, to allow enough monthly 
payment to retire medical bills in three years); See also Bonner General Hospital v. Bonner 
County; 133 Idaho 7,981 P.2d. 242 (Idaho 1999). 
B. VOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT OR UNDEREMPLOYMENT AND ABILITY TO 
WORK 
The Court in Carpenter v. Twin Falls County, 107 Idaho 575,691 P.2d 1 190 (1 984) held: 
The respondents have argued that Mr. Carpenter clearly was medically indigent 
because at the time of the hearing before the Commissioners he had virtually no 
income. We believe that the Commissioners were not bound by that single fact, 
and that they were free to consider all the facts, including that Mr. Carpenter 
was a healthy individual who had voluntarily quit his job. 
Carpenter v. %in Falls County, 107 Idaho 575, 585,691 P.2d 1190, 1200 (1984) (emphasis 
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County refers the Court to the Idaho Child Support Guidelines as an example of a law 
allowing the imputation of minimum wage income when an individual is voluntarily unemployed 
or underemployed. Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 6( c )(6) IDAHO CHILD SUPPORT 
GUIDELINES, Section 6. Guidelines Income Determination - Income Defined. Provides in 
pertinent part: 
For purposes of these Guidelines, Guidelines Income shall include: (a) the gross 
income of the parents and (b) if applicable, fringe benefits andlor potential 
income; less adjustments as set forth in Section 7. 
(a) Gross Income Defined. (1) Gross income. (I) Gross income includes income 
from any source, and includes, but is not limited, income from salaries, wages, 
commissions, bonuses, dividends, pensions, interest, trust income, annuities, 
social security benefits, workers' compensation benefits, unemployment insurance 
benefits, disability insurance benefits, alimony, maintenance, any veteran's 
benefits received, education grants, scholarships, other financial aid and disability 
and retirement payments to or on behalf of a child caIculated per section 1 1. The 
court may consider when and for what duration the receipt of funds from gifts, 
prizes, net proceeds from property sales, severance pay, and judgements will be 
considered as available for child support. 
. . . .  
(4)( c )Potential Income. (1) Potential earned income. If a parent is voluntarily 
unemployed or underemployed, child support shall be based on gross potential 
income, except that potential income should not be included for a parent that is 
physically or mentally incapacitated. A parent shall not be deemed 
underemployed if gainfully employed on a full-time basis at the same or similar 
occupation in which he/she was employed for more than six months before the 
filing of the action or separation of the parties, whichever occurs first. Ordinarily, 
a parent shall not be deemed underemployed if the parent is caring for a child not 
more than six months of age. Determination of potential income shall be made 
according to any or all of the following methods, as appropriate: 
(A) Determine employment potential and probable earnings level based on the 
parent's work history, occupational qualifications, and prevailing job 
opportunities and earnings levels in the community. 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 6( c )(6) IDAHO CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES, Section 6. 
Aguiar v. Aguiar, 142 Idaho 33 1, 127 P.3d 234, (App. Ct., 2005)(evidence of prior work 
history supported finding ex-husband voluntarily underemployed and the imputation of income 
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justified); Robinson v. Robinson, 136 Idaho 451,35 P.3d 268 (2001)(no credible evidence of 
limitation affecting ability to work); Atkinson v. Atkinson, 124 Idaho 23, 855 P.2d 484 (App. Ct. 
1993 )(conclusion that father voluntarily underemployed and capable of earning at 
$1,00O/month); Ireland v. Ireland, 123 Idaho 955, 855 P.2d 40(1993)(wife's financial difficulties 
caused by voluntary underemployment); State Dept. OfHealth and Welfare ex rel. State ofOr, v. 
Conley, 132 Idaho 266,971 P.2d 332 (1999). (the court imputed $1 100/month income to father 
and imputed full time minimum wage to the mother finding both parents voluntarily 
- 
unemployed).Applicant is able to obtain and maintain employment on a full time basis. 
Applicant's ability to earn income supports the County's findings of non-indigency. 
The Fair Labor Standards Act sets the minimum wage. The law as currently in effect sets the 
minimum wage as follows: 
$5.85 per hour from July 2007 to July 2008 
$6.55 per hour from July 2008 to July 2009 
$7.25 per hour from July 2009 to an indefinite end date. 
The record is clear that Applicant had worked to July of 2006. She had worked as a CNA 
(employment requiring specialized training and certification) earning $8.90 per hour. ( Trans., P. 
29, L. 20 - 25) She could no longer work as a CNA because of a Health and Welfare background 
check. (Trans., P.44, L. 7 - 25; P. 45, L. 1 - 6). Applicant is able bodied and able to work (Trans. 
P.54, L.5-7). Ms. Freeman testified that she is able to work at a minimum wage job but she had 
not yet tried to find work. (Tr. P. 46, L. 14-16). Further, in response to the following direct 
question: "So is it your intention to look for work?" Ms. Freeman testified "If need be yes." (Tr. 
P. 54, L. 14-1 5). Applicant is able to obtain and maintain employment, paid at least the 
minlmum wage. 
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Witness Netz, who works for Provider, explained how Provider dekmines  minimum 
wage income. (Trans. P. 61, L. 6-23) For Applicant, at $5.85 per hour, Provider figured a gross 
of$336.00 and a net of $739.35. The net was determined after deducting 7.65% for SociaI 
Security and Medicaid, 7.57% for Federal withholding, and 5.79 % for State withholding. 
The gross and net amounts, applying the same withholding figures above, for $6.55 per hour 
would be a gross of $1,048.00 and a net of $827.82, and for $7.25 per hour would be a gross of 
$1,160.00 and a net of $916.28. Monthly, Applicant would net $739.35 until July 2008, $827.82 
- 
from July 2008 to July 2009, and $916.28 from July 2009 and for the rest of the payment period. 
C. ADEQUATE LIQUID RESOURCES TO PAY PROVIDERS DESPITE LIFESTYLE 
CHOICES AND OTHER DEBTS 
The Court in Application ofiickerman, 127 Idaho 495,903 P.2d 84 (1 995) held: 
We defer to the Commissioners on whether Ackerman's assets are liquid because 
"the question of whether a resource ... is liquid, is a question of fact" and is 
"therefore for the Board of County Commissioners, and not for the appellate 
courts to decide." Intermountain Health, 109 Idaho at 304, 707 P.2d at 415. The 
Commissioners found that a portion of Ackerman's assets are liquid. Our review 
of the record shows this finding to be supported by substantial evidence. 
Application ofAckerman, 127 Idaho 495,498,903 P.2d 84, 87 (1995). 
Lifestyle choices 
Voluntary unemployment and the ability to work are liquid assets the Commissioners are 
entitled to consider. The Court in Carpenter v. Twin Falls County, 107 Idaho 575, 691 P.2d 
1 190 (1984) held: 
The respondents have argued that Mr. Carpenter clearly was medically indigent 
because at the time of the hearing before the Commissioners he had virtually no 
income. We believe that the Commissioners were not bound by that single fact, 
and that they were free to consider all the facts, including that Mr. Carpenter 
was a healthy individual who had voluntarily quit his job. 
Carpenter v. Twin Falls County, 107 Idaho 575, 585,691 P.2d 1190, 1200 (1984) (emphasis 
added). 
As the Court held in Application ofAckermaltz, 127 Idaho 495,498, 903 P.2d 841 87 (1995)., 
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whether assets are liquid is a finding of fact that commissioners can decide. Deciding not to 
work is a lifestyle choice. When someone is able to work but declines to do so the 
Commissioners are confronted with someone who will not. rather than cannot, work. 
The Court in Application ofAckerman, 127 Idaho 495,903 P.2d 84 (1 995) found: 
Appellants also contend that the denial of the benefits is contrary to the policy 
behind medical indigency benefits. Appellants are correct in stating the twofold 
policy of the statute as being: 1) to provide indigent persons with access to 
medical care and 2) to compensate medical facilities for services rendered to 
indigent persons. St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Cfr., Ltd. v. Twin Falls County, 
1 12 Idaho 309,311, 732 P.2d 278,280 (1987); I.C. 3 1-3501. Yet, the policy 
- 
behind providing medical indigency benefits is to assist people who are 
"truly needy" with medical expenses, not necessarily to assist people who 
have the financial ability to pay were it not for. . .the lifestyle choices they 
make. 
Application ofAckerman, 127 Idaho 495,498,903 P.2d 84, 87 (1 995) (emphasis added). 
D. ADJUSTED CALCULATION TO COMPENSATE FOR ROBERT'S NET INCOME 
FIGURE 
Even conceding Appellant's argument in Petitioner's Brief, page 5 ,  that the October 2, 
2008 BOCC Amended Findings of Fact and Decision On Remand erroneously includes net rather 
than gross wages for Mr. Freeman, the net can be calculated as follows from County's Exhibits 
D., Work Verification Form and E., Year to Date Earnings and BOCC Amended Findings of Fact 
and Decision on Remand, Finding 6, October 2,2008.' 
Robert: $8.00 Hourly (no overtime) 
X 40 hours per week 
$320.00 gross per week 
X 2 week pay period 
$640.00 gross per pay period 
X 2 pay ~er iods  per month 
i BOCC Amended Findings of Fact and Decision on Remand, October 2,2008, 
provides in pertinent part: 6. "These mandatory deductions are .083 of the gross 
pay, and reflect that Robert has taken deductions for both of the children (Exhibit 
H)" 
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$1280.00 per month (X .083 mandatory deductions /w 2 
dependents) 
$ 106.24 mandatory deductions 
$1173.76 monthly net 
Then, adding Megan's projected income of $739.44 ($739.35 per netz) monthly net 
Total monthly net income $1913.1 1 
Must also add extra expenses for Megan's work 
$37.00 10 hrs child care week at $3.70 per hour ($650 month/22 
days=$29.55 day/8 hrs=$3.70 per hour) 
X 4 
$148.00 




($1 88.00 Month total additional expenses.) 
Expenses: $1978.68 with garnishment 
$1542.68 without garnishment 







Plus 4000 tax return 333.33 mo. 
Monthly available $515.76 
BOCC Amended Findings of Fact and Decision on Remand, October 2,2008. 
M i l e  the monthly available calculation of $5 15.76 is less than the $7 14.5 1 "total 
available per month to pay medical bills" in the body of the October 2,2008 BOCC Amended 
Findings of Fact and Decision On Remand, even with the lower calculated figure, Megan R. 
Freeman would be able to pay the bills over a fifty four (54) month period at a rate of $359.63 
per month. 
D. ATTORNEY FEES 
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At-torney9s fees and costs should not be awarded in this case, because the County's 
decision did have a reasonable basis in fact and law. The Court in Crown Point Development, 
Inc. v. City ofSun Z"alkey. 144 Idaho 72, 156 Idaho 72, 156 P.3d 573, 579 (2007) held: "In 
vacating an award of attorney fees the appellate court noted: "[slince the case is being remanded 
to the City in order for it to make review able findings of fact, it can no longer be said that Crown 
Point is the prevailing party." Similarly, in this case, Appellant is no longer the prevaiIing party. 
VI. CONCLUSION - 
The transcript of the testimony in the hearings held before the Gooding County 
Commissioners, together with the Exhibits introduced at that hearing, and the agency record, 
even if interpreted in the light most favorable to Applicant and Provider, supports the Finding by 
the Gooding County Commissioners that Applicant was not indigent, and therefore not entitled to 
County aid. Applicant's (minimum wage) income, Mr. Freeman's income, and anticipated tax 
refunds are sufficient to pay the hospital bills totaling $19,4 19.9 1 over a period of five (5) years. 
The Idaho Code contemplates the ability to earn income, and voluntary unemployment does not 
change the analysis. 
The substantial evidence to support this conclusion is contained in the record made before 
the Gooding County Commissioners, and now placed before the Court. Petitioner is not entitled 
to relief from the decision of the Gooding County Board of Commissioners denying medical 
indigency aid. This Petition should be, in all respects, denied. 
DATED this z d a y  of January, 2009. 
Chief Deputy 
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I. The County is Bound by Its Sd~ulaRioq 
Contrary to Respandent? s a t ,  the patient and her spouse do not have sugcient 
resources to pay for their medjcal expenses over a 60 moatIj time period. Although Respondent 
has gone to coasiderablc lengths to c h a r w e  the patient as an individual who remes to work 
and could pay for her medical expenses but for the choices she makes, the reality is, and the 
evidence demonstrated, that tbe patient was employed on a Ml -time basis as a stay-at-home 
mother of t w ~  young children at the time this application was filed. While it is true t b t  the 
Idaho Supreme Court in Carpenter v, Twin Falls, 107 Idaho 575 (2984) held that a board of 
county c o ~ s s i o n e r p  may consider d l  the facts, hluding that Mr. Carpenter voluntarily quit 
his job, the patimt did xrot volu~tarily quit her job. Thus, this asp& of the Carpenter decision 
is inapposite. 
Additionally, oontrsry to Respondent's arguma~ Respondent is bound by its stipulation 
that the Freman's gross household income was $1,443.00. Despite attempts to do otherwise, 
Responded m y  not now argue that thc: Freeman's will have additional income owe the wage 
garnishment described in earlier briefing is paid off. The $1,443.00 is a gross incamJigure 
before taxes. wiMotdings and other deductions, like wage garnishments, are taken h r n  Mr. 
Freeman's check. The County was bound by the: stipulation it made duriug the hearing process 
and cannot now avoid the consequence of that stipulation by arguing otherwise. &, Kirk v. 
Ford Motor Co., 141 Iddo 697 (2005); Kohrirzg v. Robertson, 1 37 Idaho 94, 99, 44 P.3d 1 149, 
1154 (2002) and Conley v. M%i~icsqy, 126 Jdaha 630, 633, 888 P.2d 804, 807 (Ct.App.1995). 
See, Hearing Transcript, p. 65, Is. 8-1 0. -
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It i s  imp-t to note that the stipulation the prosecutor made regarding thc Freeman's 
income was appropriate. First, the clerk's own ~ t a t e m t  of fmdings demonstrates that the clerk 
erred in calculating the Freeman's income (the clerk's £indkgs showed available income to the 
Fmemar~'s in excess of $3,000); timi second, Medicaid E o d  only several months after the 
pdexzt's boqit;zlimtio~ that the Freerna's howbold gross income was amroximately $1,400. 
See S L W W G ,  Exhibit 11 ~~ &om Health aod Welfare, dated July 20,2007. ? 
11. E ~ b m  Does Not Suupgft that Ms. Freeman Can-Find Em~lommt:  
- 
lResponbt also argues that the Freeman's would have: sufficient, additional income to 
pay for their medical expenses jf hk. Freeman found ernployanent and worked an opposiee shift 
from I\&, Fwman. In doing so, the Cc~mty argues that the Freeman's could avoid the ineviiable 
cost of day care for their two small children and would have sufficient income from the second 
job to pay for their medical expenses. Witb respect to this argument, two things are worth 
noting. 
First, although the patient is not a disabled pason, and i s  qualified to work in a minimum 
wage job, thae is no evidence in .the: record tlm work is available to Ms. Freeman or that work 
was available at times opposite h4i. Freeman's regular work shift. The County found that Ms. 
Freeman could get a second job based on the Eact that she had done so in the past, but offered no 
evidence that work wets available. As this Court pointed out in its first Metnormdurn Decision, 
"a finding of fact i s  a deternation of fact supported by evidence in the record." See, Page 5, 
Order on Petition for Judicial Review of Board of BOCC's Find Determination Denying Claim 
for Financial Assistance. The County did not offer evidence that work was available at 
minimum wage to Ms. E:reeman or that work was available to Ms. Freeman at times when Mr. 
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Fretman w not working. Instead, it appears that the County just engaged in speculation based 
on what was possible without o W g  any wideace in support of this fmding, 
Second, while it m y  be relevant that a person has v o l u n ~ y  quit his or her job in 
evaluating that person's eligibility for assi&mce, nothing ilt "Ihe Carpenter decision, or the 
mdicd  indigence j~sprudence, suggests tbat a stay-at-home mother of two mall  children is 
required to get a job and put her children in day care as a prerequisite to quatimg for cow$' 
medical assistance. 
In, Child Suvuort Guidelines Do Not Sup~ort Use of Potmtid Xncome in This Matter 
Additionally, Respondent: argucs that the child support guidelbes should be used as a 
guide in detennining wh&cr a patient's potential income should be considered in the w d d a n  
proccss. With respect to this argument, Petitioner asla the Court to consider the following. 
First, the purposes underlying the child support guidelines and tltc Medical indigence Act arc 
entirely different. Under the child support guidelines, the idea is to capture as much financial 
support as possiblc to support the health and weIfaxe of children, &, Jdaho Civil Rule of 
Procedure 6. Thus cons iddon  of potential inwme serves &at purpose. In contrast, mder the 
Medical Indigence Act, counties have a mandatory obligation to care for their medically indigent 
residents. See, LC. 31-3503. There are certain constitutional guarantees of due process that 
apply in these proceedings. See. Powers v. Canyon Coer~tty, 108 Idaho 967,974 (X985), These: 
considerations appear to militate against ovemaching with respect to income and eligibility 
dctminati ons. 
Second, the child 8upport guidelines expressly provide that potential income may be 
considered in the setting 01' chiid support. Conversely, there is no such express language! in the 
Medical Indigence Act. Xn fact, the only express language concerning the effect of 
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u n e m p l o ~ a t  on eli@bili@ damha t ion  wpea~s irt the section of the Code relid% to 
r e h b m m e n t  to the County a$er the upplicafion is approved, Specifically, LC. 3 1-35 lOA(6) 
provides as follows: 
(6) The hard may require the mployment of such of tba medieally hdigent as 
ase capable and able to work and whose a@a@ pfiy~jcian certifies they are 
capable of worhg .  
Thw, section 3 1-35 10A expressly c v a ~ p l a t e s  that u a p l o y e d  people should not be 
diqu&fied for assiswce shply  because they do not work. 
TV. 
Finally, Respondent agin argues k t  the Board did, in fhct, consider &at the patient m d  
her husband wodd receive another tax r W  next year. With respect to this argument, 
Petitioner wvuid again point to the record. lthe record shows that the Freeman's received a tax 
refund in the amount of $5,148.52 for the calendar year 2006. The evidence  demo^^ the 
Freeman's spent their tax refixxi befori3re the uatient was hosai&ed in March 2007. See, 
Hearing Tramcfipt, p. 49, 1s. 23-25 tsad 50, Is. 1-5. The Freeman's s z a M  refund clearly not 
available for payment o f  the= m d c d  expenses. At hearing, the patient testified that she did not 
know jf she and her husband would receive a tax r e h d  next year. Qee, H d g  Transcript, p. 
50, Is. 1-19. The patient also testified that: Mr. Freeaa~~~  is employed by Lithia and i s  an 
employee at will. a, Hearing Tmcript, p. 50, Is. 1-19. Thus, the fccord simply does not 
support a fmdhg that the Freeman's will receive a tax refund, or what the amount of? tfie tax 
r e h d  will be. 
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CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregokg points and avthorities, SLWRMC respecddly requests that the 
Court RIEVf3RSE the Board's de~isi,ort in th is m a w  and oder the Board to pay this cl[airn. 
DATED this  IS^ day of Febzuag 2009. 
G.4 p(: ., 
Steven B. Pitts 
Attorney for Petitioner 
- 
I KEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing PETITIOMER'S 
l3RsEF was served this day of F e w  2009 by U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, on the 
following pason(s): 
Luvmc S h d  
Deputy Gctoding County Prosecuting Attorn~y 
P.O. Box 860 
Gooding, ID 83330 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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ST. L W ' S  MEDICAL VALLEY REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, 
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ORDER ON PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF BOARD OF GOODING 
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' FINAL DETERMINATION DENYING CLAIM FOR 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
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I. 
ORIENTATION 
Counsel: Steven B. Pitts, LAW OFFICE OF STEVEN PITTS, P.A., Twin Falls, ID 83301, 
for Petitioner. 
Luverne Shull, Deputy Prosecutor for Gooding County, Cooding, ID 83330, for 
Respondent. 
Court: Barry Wood, District Judge, presiding. 
Holdings: 1) The BOCC's determination was supported by substantial and competent 
evidence on record as a whole in determining that Megan R. Freeman is 
not medically indigent. 
2) St. Luke's is denied an award of attorney's fees and costs. 
If. 
BRIEF PROCEDURAL AND FACTUAL HISTORY 
This case involves a Petition for Judicial Review by St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional 
Medical Center (St. Luke's) challenging Gooding County's Board of County Commissioners' 
(BOCC) determination that Megan Freeman (the patient) is not medically indigent, and therefore 
not entitled to county assistance. 
The patient received necessary medical services that cost an amount of $1 9,419.91. The 
patient then filed a Uniform County Assistance Application, for assistance in paying for the 
medical procedure. 
The original Petition for Judicial Review was filed in Gooding County Case No. CV- 
2007-0000790 and was filed on December 10, 2007. This Court held oral argument on that 
petition on May 27, 2008. This Court subsequently entered an Order on June 25, 2008, in whch 
this Court remanded the matter back to the Cooding Board of County Commissioners 
(hereinafter "BOCC") to make legally sufficient findings of fact which comply with directives of 
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standard for review as stated in the Idaho Supreme Court case of Crown Point Deveiopment, Inc. 
v. City ofsun Vulley, 144 Idaho 72 (2007). 
After this Court remanded the case, the BOCC made new findings of fact. This Petition 
for Judicial Review - under the present case number - was filed on October 29, 2008. On 
November 24, 2008, this Court entered an Order to Consolidate the two cases into one for 
purposes of this judicial review. 
111. 
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR FINAL DECISION 
Oral argument on this appeal was held February 24, 2009. At the conclusion of the 
hearing no party requested additional briefing and the Court requested none. Therefore this 
Court deems this matter fully submitted for decision on the next business day, or February 25, 
2009. 
IV. 
As set forth in the Petitioner's Brief, the following Issues exist in this matter: 
1.  Whether there is a substantial and competent evidence to support the BOCC's 
finding that Megan R. Freeman is not medically indigent? 
2. Whether St. Luke's should be awarded costs and attorney fees on this Petition for 
Judicial Review? 
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v. 
S T A N D W  OF REVIEW 
Under Idaho Code 5 31-3505, judicial review of a decision by a board of county 
commissioners shall be in '"substantially the manner provided in the Administrative Procedures 
Act" (The "Act")"'). The Act limits judicial review of an administrative agency to the record that 
was before the agency - in this case the BOCC. See Shobe v. Ada County, 130 Idaho 580 (Idaho 
1997). This Court may not substitute its judgment for that of the BOCC on questions of fact, and 
it must uphold the BOCC's findings if supported by substantial and competent evidence on the 
record as a whole. Id. However, this Court is free to correct errors of law. University of Utah 
Flbsp. v. Bd. OfComm 'rs of Payette County, 128 Idaho 517 (Idaho App. 1996). 
Under the Act, this Court shall affirm the BOCC's action unless the Court finds that the 
BOCC's findings, inferences, conclusions or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of the constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of statutory authority; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedures; 
(d) not supported by substantial and competent evidence on the record as 
a whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
I.C. $ 67-5279(2). 
Idaho law requires the Court to review the BOCC's decision under the substantial 
evidence standard - to conduct "a serious review [of the record] which goes beyond the mere 
ascertainment of procedural regularity. " Local 1494 of fnt '1 Ass 'n of FireJighters v. City of 
Coeur dJAlene, 99 Idaho 630, 633 (Idaho 1978). To determine whether there is substantial 
evidence supporting the BOCC's findings, the Court must review the whole record, including the 
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widence contrary to the BOCC's decision. Id. at 634. The Court may not affirm simply because 
there is any evidence, or a mere scintilla of evidence, to support the BOCC's findings. Rather, 
the evidence supparling the BOCC7s findings must be substantial.' Id. 
VI. 
ANALYSIS 
I&. Whether the BOCC's determination was not supported by substantial and 
competent evidence on record as a whole in determining that Megan R. Freeman is 
not medically indigent. 
St. Luke's has asked this Court to review the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of 
the BOCC and rule that they are not supported by substantial and competent evidence on the 
record as a whole. There must be adequate findings of fact before this Court can properly 
determine whether the findings are supported by substantial and competent evidence on the 
record. 
When an administrative agency makes a decision, it must make a "reasoned statement in 
support of the decision." I.C. $ 67-5248(1)(a); Crown Point Development, Inc. v. City ofSun 
Valley, 144 Idaho 72 (2007). Findings of fact must be more than mere "recitations of evidence 
which could be used to support a finding without an affirmative statement that the agency is 
finding the fact testified to." liZ. "A finding of fact is a determination of fact supported by 
evidence on the record." Id, citing Blacks Law Dictionary. The BOCC's Findings of Fact and 
1 The evidence need not be uncontradicted; all that is required is that the evidence be of sufficient quality and 
probative value that reasonable minds could reach a certain conclusion. Mann v. Safeway Stores, Inc., 95 Idaho 732, 
736 11 974) (emphasis added). 
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Conclusions of ~ a w '  as to Megan Freeman's indigency status are recited in bold below and are 
numbered by this Court for reference: 
FINDINGS O F  FACT 
1. Freeman's application for County medical Assistance in this Case Number 7-3- 
3143, was filed as an emergency, 31-day application with Gooding County on 
March 23, 2007. The initial date of medical service was March 1, 2007. The total 
of the medical bills a t  issue in this case is Nineteen Thousand Four Hundred 
Nineteen dollars and ninety one [sic] cents ($19,419.91). The sixty (60) month 
payoff on this amount is Three Hundred Twenty Three [sic] dollars and sixty seven 
[sic] cents ($323.67) monthly. The Fifty Four [sic] and one half (54 %) month 
payoff would be Three Hundred Fifty Six [sic] dollars and thirty two [sic] cents 
($356.32) monthly. The Fifty Four [sic] (54) month payoff would be Three 
Hundred Fifty Three [sic] dollars and sixty three [sic] cents ($353.63) monthly. 
2. Freeman is a Gooding County resident for purposes of the indigency 
determination. The Freeman's [sic] have two small children (5 years and 18 
months), and live at  382 Eastland Drive North, Twin Falls, Idaho. 
3. An application for medical coverage for Megan Freeman was filed with Health and 
Welfare on March 16, 2007. This application was denied, reportedly because 
Freeman's income exceeded Health and Welfare guidelines. This information was 
gained by a phone call to Health and Welfare on April 12,2007. 
4. The only issue before the BOCC is the ability of the Freeman's [sic] to pay the 
medical bills over a period of between fifty four [sic] (54) and sixty (60) months. 
5. Gooding County entered Exhibits A through I, the appealing party entered exhibits 
1-5. Megan Freeman's spouse is named Robert Freeman. Megan in voluntarily 
unemployed, in order to care for her children. She has been employed in the past 
and is capable of working in the future. She and Robert worked opposite shifts in 
the past to reduce or  eliminate childcare expenses. Megan is not disabled. 
6. Robert works at Lithia Motors. The County's exhibit "E" (Robert's pay through 
April 15,2007) reflects gross pay (year to date) as $7144.12. Mandatory deductions 
(year to date) show as $592.73. These mandatory deductions are .083 of the gross 
pay, and reflect that Robert has taken deductions for both of the children (Exhibit 
H). The pay net of these deductions is $6551.39. The monthly pay, through April 
15,2007, net of the mandatory deductions ($6551.39) divided by 3.5) is $1871.82. 
These Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law are the Amended Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
entered after this Court remanded the case back to BOCC. These Amended Findings of Fact and Conciusions of 
Law are dated October 2 ,  2008. 
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7. Exhibit "33'' also reflects a garnishment amount of $205.85 (two week period). The 
testirnony reflected the garnishment is 25% of Robert's check. This calculation is 
apparently based upon the gross pay ($896.80), less the Statutory deductions 
($73.41) multiplied by 25%. 
8. Robert will be receiving little o r  no overtime. Robert" year to  date income without 
overtime is $6100.96 (Ex. E). This figure, multiplied by the .083 mandatory 
deductions, then divided by 3.5 months yields a monthly income of $1598.45. This 
figure multiplied by 25% is $399.61 per month for the garnishment payment. 
9. The garnishment payment for April 2007 will be $205.85 for  the first two weeks, 
plus $199.80 for the second two weeks. This will amount to an April payment of 
$405.65. The payment for each month thereafter will be $399.61. The total amount 
of the garnishment as of April 3,2007 is $1,859.20. This amount divided by $399.81 
to compute the number of months to pay off this garnishment, is 4.65. Allowing for 
accrued interest and sheriff's fees, the BOCC will allow an additional 1.35 months 
for payoff of the garnishment. This will allow for a 6 month total payoff of 
$2404.70. The garnishment amount of $399.61 will be available to the Freeman's 
[sic] to apply to medical bills in October 2007. 
10. Megan Freeman is capable of working a full time minimum wage job. Witness 
Netz testified that Megan could net $739.35 per month with such employment, and 
the BOCC so find. [sic] Megan's employment will also result in additional expenses 
for a t  least 2.5 hours per day for child care and commuting expenses of 50 cents per 
mile. Megan's commute should be no more than 5 miles round trip per  day for the 
5 days per week, given the family's current residence address in Twin Falls. 
Megan testified that she found a child care charging $650.00 per month for full 
time care. This translates to $3.70 per hour, for a total per  day of $9.25 (2.5 X 
$3.70). The total additional commuting expense will be $2.50 (5 X .SO) per day. 
The additional expense for Megan's employment will be $11.75 per day. 
Multiplying this figure by an average of 22 work days per month will add $258.50 
to Freeman's monthly expenses. 
11. The family expenses (Exhibit "H") are stated as $1978.68. This does include the 
garnishment amount of $436.00, which actually will be approximately $400.00 per 
month (see above). The family expenses, with the proper garnishment amount, are 
$1942.68. Since the garnishment amount is being reported as an expense, the 
amount will not also be deducted from Robert's income. Further, beginning in 
October 2007 when the garnishment is satisfied, the family expenses will drop to 
$1542.68. 
12. In addition, Megan Freeman testified that Robert's net take home pay is between 
Fourteen hundred and Fifteen hundred dollars per month. This figure is also 
supported by a letter from Health and Welfare dated July 20, 2007 (Exhibit 21). 
The testimony of Megan Freeman referred to net income, but  when counsel for the 
BOCC stipulated, he referred to gross income. The BOCC finds that the stipulated 
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take home (net) income for Robert Freeman is Fourteen Hundred Forty Three [sic] 
dollars and one cent ($1443.01). 
13. Exhibit "I" is the Freeman's [sic] 2006 tax return. The return reflects a total 
refund (State and Federal) of $5684.00. Page 3 of the Exhibit, a comparison of 
2005 and 2006, shows that even though the Freeman's [sic] income dropped, their 
refund amount increased. The BOCC notes that combining a full year of Megan 
working at $739.35 per month and Robert working a t  $1443.01 per month yields a 
total income of $26,188.32 per year, an amount between the 2005 and 2006 income. 
The BOCC finds that the Freeman's [sic] will receive tax refunds of at least 
$4,000.00 per year. 
14. Total medical bills for this application, (Gooding County Exhibit G), are $19,419.91 
and can be paid over 54 months at a rate of $359.63. 
- 
15. The BOCC makes the calculation of the Freeman's [sic] available resources to pay 
the medical bills as follows (all per month beginning as of October 2007): 
Combined Income (1443.01 + 739.35): 2182.36 
Expenses: 1542.68 
Add for Megan Working 258.50 
1801.18 
Available work income to pay medical bills 381.18 
Tax return available ($4000.00 112) 333.33 -
Total available per month to pay medical bills 714.51 
CONCLUSION 
1. Megan R. Freeman had lived in Gooding County for six (6) consecutive months 
preceding application for county medical assistance and is a resident of Gooding 
County. 
2. Megan R. Freeman is not disabled and has the ability to earn income, along with 
her husband, to pay the medical bills covered by this application over a period of 
60 months pursuant to I.C. 31-3502(17). In this case, Megan R. Freeman would 
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be paying the biils over a fifty four [sic] (54) month period at a rate of $359.63 
per month. 
3. The record and testimony do establish that Megan R. Freeman is not indigent. 
St. Luke's makes the following specific challenges and arguments against these Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law: 
I. Whether Megan Freeman's potential income can be considered; 
2. Whether a tax return for the Freemans can be considered; and 
3. Whether the stipulation of Megan's husband's income must be in the amount of 
$1,443.01, or whether the effect of a wage garnishment which was known to expire 
on a date certain was properly considered. 
1. Whether the BOCC can consider Megan Freeman's potential income in 
determining whether Megan Freeman is medically indigent. 
St. Luke's first argues that BOCC cannot consider Megan Freeman's potential income in 
determining whether Megan Freeman is medically indigent. St. Luke's argues that Megan's 
work is also a full-time mother of two children and that Megan's ability to get a job is not legally 
recognized as a "resource" which can be considered in determining whether Megan is medically 
indigent. See Petitioner's Reply Brie$ 2. Additionally, and as an extension of this position, St. 
Luke's argues that the burden is on Gooding County to prove that there is work available under 
which Megan can be employed, and because Gooding County did not set forth specific 
employment possibilities for Megan, the BOCC cannot consider Megan's potential employment. 
See Petitioner's Brie5 8 .  BOCG responds that hilegan's potential income can be considered, and 
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Gooding County (hereinafter "the c~un ty" )~  established enough facts to conclude that Megan's 
potential income can be considered in determining whether Megan Freeman is indigent. See 
Respondent 's BrieJ 10. 
a. Potential Income 
The first issue is whether BOCC can consider Megan Freeman's potential to e m  income 
when determining whether Megan is indigent. In Carpenter v. Twin Falls County, 107 Idaho 
575, 691 P.2d 1190 (1984), the Idaho Supreme Court considered a medical indigency case 
involving a man who had voluntarily quit his employment. The Idaho Supreme Court stated that 
the county commissioners "were fiee to consider all the facts, including that Mr. Carpenter was a 
healthy individual who had voluntarily quit his job." Id. at 585, 691 P.2d at 1200 (1984). Thus, 
the Idaho Supreme Court's holding in 1984 clearly would allow evidence of the fact of an 
applicant's ability to work in determining whether the applicant was indigent or not. 
Moreover, this legal conctusion was also supported by Ackerman v. E. Idaho Regl. Med. 
Ctr., 127 Idaho 495, 903 P.2d 84 (1995). In Ackerman, the Idaho Supreme Court allowed 
County Commissioners to consider "lifestyle choices" in determining whether a person is 
medically indigent. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the use of evidence of the applicant's 
payments for satellite T.V. and a cellular phone to be taken into consideration. Id. at 498, 903 
P.2d 87 (1995). Thus, the logical conclusion of Ackerman when read with Carpenter is that if a 
person chooses not to work outside of the home for money, a board of county commissioners can 
take this into consideration as it is a "lifestyle choice." 
3 This Court refers to Gooding County, or "the county," as the county governmental entity that submits evidence to 
the BOCC. The term, "the county" references all county employees that provided proof to the BOCC on behalf of 
Gooding County, including, but not limited to the "clerk of the board of county commissioners." On the other hand, 
the BOCC is the finder of fact in this matter. 
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In 1 996, the Idaho Legislature, following Carpenter and Ackerman, made numerous 
revisions to I.C. 5 31-3502. 1996 Idaho Session Laws, Ch. 410, 5 3. Before the legislative 
changes in 1996, I.C. $ 31-3502(17) read, '"Indigent' means any person who is destitute of 
property and unable to provide for the necessities of life." Id. (Emphasis added). In 1996, the 
Idaho Legislature repealed this "indigent" language, and added, interalia, a new definition in I.C. 
$ 3 1-3502(17), which reads: 
"Resources" means all property, whether tangible or intangible, 
real or personal, liquid or nonliquid, including, but not limited to, 
all forms of public assistance, crime victim's compensation, 
worker's compensation, veterans benefits, Medicaid, medicare and 
any other property from any source for which an applicant and/or 
an obligated person may be eligible or in which he or she may 
have an interest. Resources shall include the ability of an 
applicant and obligated person to pay for necessav nIedical 
7 7 services. . . 
(Emphasis added). Again, this change in definitions was one of the statutory changes made after 
the Carpenter and Ackerman decisions. See IHC Hospitals, Inc., v. Teton County, 139 Idaho 188 
at 191, 75 P.3d 1 198 at 1201 (2003). Furthermore, this definition of resources is consistent with 
the current version of I.C. 5 3 1-3502. 
In determining how to interpret the present I.C. $ 31-3502, this Court recognizes that 
"this Court assumes the Legislature has fkll knowledge of [the] existing judicial interpretation 
when it amends a statute." St. Luke's Rgnl. Med, Ctr. v. BOCC ofAda County, Idaho Supreme 
Court 2009 Opinion No. 25 (March 4, 2009) (citing Robison v. Bateman-Hall, 139 Idaho 207, 76 
P.3d 951 (2003)). Also, "the legislature is presumed not to intend to overturn long established 
principles of law unless an intention to do so plainly appears by express declaration or the 
language employed admits of no other construction." Id. (citing George W: W;ztkins Family v. 
Messenger, 118 Idaho 537, 540, 797 P.2dd 1385, 1388 (1990)). Furthermore, "where the courts 
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This legal conclusion is also supported by the enunciated policy of Idaho's medical 
indigency statute. I.C. 9 31-3501 reads, in part, "It is the policy of this state that each person, to 
the maximum e-xtent possible, is responsible for his or her own medical care . . ." (Emphasis 
added). Given this language, and reading the statutory scheme as a whole, this Court cannot 
discern any valid policy why a board of county commissioners would not be allowed to look into 
whether a person can work outside the home and thereby earn money to pay for hislher medical 
care. It is a matter of common sense that if a person is being responsible "to the maximum extent 
possible," that person should maximize earnings and resources for hislher own medical care. 
Thus, this Court holds that the BOCC could consider that Megan Freeman has the ability to work 
outside the home together with Megan Freeman's potential income from that work, less any 
corresponding expenses, in considering whether Megan Freeman is "medically indigent." 
This Court's holding is also specifically supported by the facts in this case. Megan 
Freeman testified that she had worked outside the home in the past and could presently work if it 
was needed. In the past, Megan and her husband had worked at different times of the day so as 
to reduce child care costs. With this in mind, it is apparent that Megan is voluntarily 
unemployed, as BOCC found. This Court specifically notes that this is not an issue of whether 
Megan Freeman's choice to be a stay-at-home mother is a good or bad decision. This Court 
intends no disparagement towards stay-at-home mothers. However, the issue before this Court is 
not whether there is societal value in stay-at-home situations. The issue here is whether tax 
payers' money should be required to pay Megan Freeman's medical expenses under I.C. 9 31- 
3501 et. seq. because of her lifestyle choice. The language and policy of the statute, as shown 
supra, clearly demonstrates that the BOCC can take into consideration voluntary unemployment 
or voluntary underemployment, regardless of the reason. As such, this Court finds that BOCC 
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properly considered Megan's potential employment as a resource when considering whether 
Megan Freeman is "medically indigent." And as stated above, if Megan Freeman had an 
offsetting child care expense, this expense should necessarily be put into the equation and 
considered as well. However, the history here is that Mr. and Mrs. Freeman have arranged their 
respective work schedules to avoid a child care expense. There is no evidence in this record that 
the same course of conduct is still not available. 
b. Burden of Proof / Burden of Persuasion 
Because the BOCC considered Megan Freeman's employment potential as a resource, the 
next issue raised by St. Luke's is whether Gooding County has met its burden of proof to show 
that there was actual employment presently available to Megan Freeman. At oral argument on 
this matter, rhere was discussion on who has what burden of proof in establishing medical 
indigency. This Court finds this issue to be quite important, as the determination may decide this 
appeal. St. Luke's in effect argues that a prima facie case in a medical indigency case is hlfilled 
simply by showing the applicant's present monthly net income and that the applicant's present 
monthly net income is not sufficient to pay the monthly payment of the medical bill (the total of 
the medical bill divided by 60 months). Further, St. Luke's argues that once this initial showing 
of medical indigency is made - i.e., their definition of a prima facie case - Gooding County has 
the burden of showing that there are other resources, including specific work available under 
which Megan can find employment, and since the County did not satisfy that burden (as nothing 
is in the record to this end), the BOCC c m o t  consider any potential employment. See 
Petitioner's Reply BrieJ; 3-4. St. Luke's states the conclusion that the BOCC's conclusion that 
Megan Freeman can work is "speculation" as there is no proof that there is any job under which 
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Megan Freeman could be employed. lit. The county argues that it has satisfied its burden of 
prooe and it does not need to demonstrate that there are specific jobs for which Megan Freeman 
can apply. These different arguments have caused this Court to examine the legal burden of 
proof question. 
"In order to be entitled to medical indigency benefits in Idaho, an applicant5 must 
establish that he or she is: 'A person who is in need of hospitalization and who, if an adult, 
together with his or her spouse, or whose parents or guardian if a minor, does not have income 
and other resources available to him from whatever source which shall be suficient to enable 
the person to pay for necessapy medical services. "' Salinas v. Canyon County, 1 17 Idaho 2 18, 
221, 786 P.2d 61 1, 614 (1990) (Emphasis added) (Citing 1.C 5 3 1-3502(1)). As explained infua, 
this language defines a prima facie case in a medical indigency matter. The Court of Appeals in 
Salinas hrther explained the burden of proof in medical indigency cases in stating: 
Under Idaho's medical indigency statutes, the applicant bears the 
burden of proving medical indigency. However, this duty is not 
absolute. The clerk of the board of county commissioners has a 
reciprocal duty to make reasonable inquiry into the grounds for the 
application. Once an applicant presents at least a prima facie 
showing of medical indigency, the burden of proof shifts to the 
board to rebut the applicant's claims. 
Id. (Emphasis added). Affivmed in Mercy Med. Ctr. ?? Ada County 146 Idaho 226, 232, 192 
P.3d 1050, 1056 (2008). The Court of Appeals in Salinas explained further that the initial 
burden that a clerk of a board of county commissioners has is to "insure that medical indigency 
applications are accurate and authentic." Id. at 222, 786 P.2d at 615 (1990). 
I.C. 31-3502(4) defines "applicant" as "any person who is or may be requesting financial assistance under this 
chapter." Additionally, I.C. $ 3 1-3502(14) def ies  "provider". In this case, Megan Freeman is both the patient and 
the applicant, and St. Luke's is the provider. However, in St. Luke's Regl. Med Ctr. V. BOCC of Ada Coutzty, 2009 
Opinion No. 25 (March 4, 2009), the Idaho Supreme Court held that providers such as St. Luke's have standing to 
seek judicial review for applicants. Thus, for purposes of this petition for judicial review, and in particular the 
burden of proof question, this Court treats St. Luke's as the applicant, as St. Luke's has brought the petition for 
judicial review under such standing. 
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Under Salinas, if St. Luke's fulfills a prima facie case, the burden of proof would then 
shift to the county to rebut the applicant's claims. However, the question remains of whether the 
burden of per-suasion is also shifted, or if the ultimate burden of persuasion remains with the 
applicant (which in this case is prosecuted by St. Luke's). The Idaho Supreme Court has 
explained that "when the plaintiff has made a prima facie case, the defendant must meet it with 
countervailing proof or suffer whatever judgment the prima facie proof will support." Miller v. 
Belknap, 75 Idaho 46, 49, 266 P.2d 662, 665 (1954) (Emphasis added). The Idaho Supreme 
Court has also stated, "Where the parties to a civil action are in dispute over a material issue of 
fact, then that party who will lose if the trier's mind is in equipoise may be said to bear the risk 
that the trier will not be affirmatively persuaded or the risk of non persuasion upon that issue." 
Cole-Collister Five Protection Dist. v. City of Boise, 93 Idaho 558, 564, 468 P.2d 290, 296 
(1970) (Citation omitted). As the Supreme Court explains in Cole-Collister, the burden of 
persuasion is kept by the challenging party who initially must prove the prima facie case. Id. 
Thus, the party that has the initial burden of proof (and persuasion) in creating a prima facie case 
retains the ultimate burden of persuasion even if a burden of proof may shift after a prima facie 
case is established. 
Professor D. Craig Lewis explains this evidentiary process in Idaho Trial Handbook, 
Second Edition (2005), $ 10:1 
The term "burden of proof' may refer to either of two concepts, 
the burden of producing sufficient evidence on a point to raise an 
issue or the ultimate burden of persuasion that will be applied to 
the determination of issues by the trier of fact . . . The burden of 
persuasion ordinarily never shifis; for a given issue it is assigned 
by the law to a particular party and dictates how the trier of fact 
should balance the evidence for and against a proposition in 
determining an issue. 
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(Emphasis added). Thus, as Professor Lewis explains, the burden of persuasion does not shiA, 
even if the burden of producing sufficient evidence on a point to raise an issue does shift. 
1. Prima Facie Showing 
In the present case, St. Luke's argues that it fulfilled its prima facie case by simply 
showing that the Freemans could not pay their medical bills within 60 months under their cunent 
living I employment arrangement. This Court disagrees with St. Luke's concept of what 
constitutes a prima facie case in a medical indigency matter. The Idaho Court of Appeals in 
Salinas defined a prima facie showing in stating, "In order to be entitled to medical indigency 
benefits in Idaho, an applicant must establish that he or she is: 'A person who is in need of 
hospitalization and who . . . does not have income and other resources available to him from 
whatever source which shall be szlfJicient to enable the persorr. to pay for necessary medical 
services. "' Salinla, 1 17 Idaho 2 1 8, 22 1, 786 P.2d 6 1 1, 6 14 (1 990) (Emphasis original) (Citing 
1.C ?j 3 1 -3502(1)). This quoted language clearly establishes that in order to establish a prima 
facie showing, an applicant must demonstrate that helshe has insufficient "resources" available 
"fi-om whatever source . . ." As explained in detail, supra, "resources" includes the ability to 
work outside the home. Simply providing evidence of a pay stub, or in this case, evidence of no 
pay stub, is not enough to fulfill a prima facie case. 
St. Luke's [the applicant's] prima facie showing must include all "income and other 
resources available to [the Freemans] &om whatever source." This includes the Freemans' 
present income, but is not limited only to the Freemans' present income, as St. Luke's suggests. 
Under Salinas, all of the Freeman's income and resources must be proven by St. Luke's when St. 
Luke's makes its prima facie showing. Thus, because the present ability to work outside the 
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home, as done in the past may be a resource, St. Luke's must produce evidence regarding Megan 
Freeman's potential for income in making its prima facie showing. To hold otherwise would 
render the legal conclusion of Carpenter and Ackerman a nullity - if the ability to work outside 
the home is a resource, then that resource must be a part of the prima facie showing. In other 
words, and in plain English, it is part of St. Luke's prima facie case to show that Megan 
Freeman, who has the historic ability to work and earn income, cannot presently find a paying 
job. 
St. Luke's has not made such a prima facie showing in this case. St. Luke's has not 
shown that given Megan Freeman's history, that Megan Freeman "does not have income and 
other resources allailable to [her1 from whatever source which shall be sufficient to enable the 
person to pay for necessary medical services" because St. Luke's has completely ignored Megan 
Freeman's ability to work outside the home as a resource for the Freemans. Id. Because St. 
Luke's has not included Megan Freeman's potential income from her ability to work, St. Luke's 
has not demonstrated all "resources" available to the Freemans to pay the medical bill. St. 
Luke's wishes to merely introduce a rudimentary showing of the Freemans' current income and 
current expenses and claim that t h s  is a sufficient prima facie showing. Under Salinas, more is 
required for a prima facie showing. Also pursuant to Salinas, the county has satisfied its initial 
burden by checking the accuracy of the findings and informing St. Luke's of Megan Freeman's 
potential income. 
2. Burden of Persuasion 
St. Luke's argues - on the assumption that St. Luke's has fulfilled the prima facie case - 
that if BOCC is to consider Megan Freeman's previous work history, the county must 
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specifically prove that there are jobs in the community under which Megan Freeman car1 be 
presently employed. This Court rejects this notion as well. It is clear that St. Luke's has both the 
original burden of producing sufficient evidence on a point to raise an issue and retains the 
ultimate burden of persuasion. Although, under Salinas, the County has some of the burden of 
proof beyond the checking of the accuracy of Megan Freeman's application, once the county 
produces evidence to call into question the applicant's prima facie case, it is up to the applicant 
to produce the evidence - not the county. As such, St. Luke's retains the burden ofpersuasion, 
even if it fulfills a prima facie case and shifts the burden of producing sufficient countervailing 
evidence to the BOCC. 
Thus, assuming arguendo that St. Luke's had shown a prima facie case of a lack of 
resources, once the county refutes this resource question, i.e. shows that Megan Freeman is 
voluntarily unemployed, St. Luke's still retains the burden ofpersuasiorz. Therefore, St. Luke's 
cannot argue that the county must produce specific evidence that there are present employment 
opportunities under which Megan Freeman can be employed. The county has demonstrated that 
Megan Freeman is not disabled, that she has worked in the past, and that Megan has stated she 
could work outside the home if it was needed. This is sufficient to "meet [St. Luke's prima facie 
evidence] with countervailing proof' as required by Miller. The county does not have to take an 
additional step and specifically show that there are actual jobs for which Megan Freeman can 
work. To the contrary, St. Luke's [the applicant] must prove that Megan's potential income is 
not a resource, i.e., there are not employment opportunities. 
All in all, this Court finds that the BOCC's consideration of Megan Freeman's potential 
income was proper. 
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2. Whether a potential tax return for the Freemans can be considered. 
St. Luke's next argues that the evidence in the record demonstrates that the Freemans had 
no idea whether they would qualify for a tax refund in 2009; thus, the county could not use any 
mount for a potential tax return in determining whether Megan Freeman is "medically 
indigent." Petitioner's Brief, 8. The county argues on this review that the BOCC can consider a 
potential tax return for 2009, as the evidence before the agency establishes that there will be a tax 
return, although no specific amount was pinpointed. Respondent's Brief; 8. See also Findings of 
Fact 13. 
Idaho law specifically requires this Court to review the BOCC's decision under the 
substantial evidence standard - to conduct "a serious review [of the record] which goes beyond 
the mere ascertainment of procedural regularity. " Local 1494 of Int '2 Ass 'n of FireJg/zters v. 
Citjl of Coeur d'Alene, 99 Idaho 630, 633 (Idaho 1978). To determine whether there is 
substantial evidence supporting the BOCC's findings, the Court must review the whole record, 
including the evidence contrary to the BOCC's decision. Id. at 634. The Court may not affirm 
simply because there is any evidence, or a mere scintilla of evidence, to support the BOCC's 
findings. Rather, the evidence supporting the BOCC's findings must be substantial. Id. The 
evidence need not be uncontradicted; all that is required is that the evidence be of sufficient 
quality and probative value that reasonable minds could reach a certain conclusion. Mann v. 
Safeway Stores, Inc., 95 Idaho 732, 736 (1 974) (emphasis added). 
The evidence produced relative to a tax return was as follows: First, Megan Freeman 
testified that she did not know if she would get a tax refund or what the amount would be if she 
did receive one. Transcript, p. 57, L1. 1-7. Second, a prior tax return from 2006 showed that the 
Freemans received a federal refund over $5,000.00. Transcript, p. 36, L1. 17-22. Included in the 
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evidence of the Freernans' past tax return was evidence that the Freemans would also receive a 
child tax credit in 2008, as they did in 2006. Transcript, p. 36, L1. 17-25; p. 37, Ll. 1-5. Linda 
Leguineche, Coodiag County Services Assistant Director testified that without Megan's income 
(as there was income from Megan in 2006), the Freemans' tax return for 2008 would be "a little 
different", which she explains in stating, "It would be less." Transcript, p. 37, L1. 1-8. The 
reason why it would "be less" is that Megan Freeman was earning income for the 2006 tax year, 
so there is an earned income credit, but in the present tax year, Megan has not been working. 
Panscript, p. 37, L1. 1-2. However, Ms. Leguineche does not explain how much less it would 
be. Transcript, p. 37, L1. 9-22. This Court notes that the Deputy Prosecutor questioning Ms. 
Leguineche initially asked, "Any idea how much less?" Transcript, p. 37, L. 9. However, the 
Deputy Prosecutor never obtained an answer to this question, but instead declined to ask any 
further questions after Ms. Leguineche briefly explained the documents she was looking at. 
Transcript, p.37, L1. 14-22. 
After a review of the record, this Court finds that BOCC's consideration of some tax 
refund for the Freemans was proper. The evidence shows that the Freemans should obtain a tax 
refund similar to that in 2006 if the Freemans had a similar earned income tax credit from Megan 
Freeman working. As stated in detail supra, there is sufficient evidence in the record to suggest 
that Megan Freeman is voluntarily underemployed, which the BOCC can consider. If Megan 
Freeman was working, as she was for the 2005 - 2006 tax years, the Freemans would currently 
have the earned income tax credit that they had in 2006, which Ms. Leguineche testified. As 
Megan Freeman was voluntarily underemployed, which again is proper for the BOCC to 
consider, it would be unjust not to allow the BOCC to consider a similar tax return. Therefore, 
this Court finds that the BOCC's finding that the Freemans were to have a tax refund of 
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$4,000.000 per year, as stated in Findings of Fact 13, was proper. This is simply a proper 
extension of the unemployrnent issue. St. Luke's bears the ultimate burden of persuasion that 
this is not an available "resource." 
3. Whether the stipulation of Megan's husband's income must be in the amount of 
$1,443.01. 
St. Luke's states that during the course of the proceedings, the lawyers for the parties 
stipulated that Megan Freeman's husband's income is $1,443.0 1. With this stipulated fact, St. 
Luke's argues that the BOCC cannot consider that a wage garnishment, which currently exists, 
will be paid off at a time certain in the future and the resulting available funds that were paid 
toward the garnishment will then be available to pay medical expenses. Petitioner's Reply BrieJ; 
2. St. Luke's argues that the stipulated $1,443.01 is a stipulation on gross income and therefore, 
the BOCC cannot consider evidence of the additional wage garnishment amount, even if/when 
the garnishment amount is paid off. Id. BOCC argues that the stipulation regarding current 
gross income does not bar BOCC from considering the effect of the wage garnishment, which 
was to end between August and October of 2007. Respondent's Brief, 7. See also Finding of 
Fact 9. BOCC used an amount of $1,542.68 for the expenses of the Freemans, which is the 
calculated expense of the Freemans without the garnishment amount. See Findings of Fact 11. 
It is important to note that the BOCC did not add the garnishment amount to Mr. Freeman's 
income when considering the total calculation, but BOCC only considered the garnishment 
amount in reducing the Freemans' expenses. See Findings of Fact 15. Therefore, the issue is 
whether BOCC could use the garnishment amount in reducing the Freemans' expenses amount 
when making their ultimate calculations. 
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This Court finds that the actions of BOCC, in regards to the garnishment amount, were 
appropriate. St. Luke's would have this Court find that a stipulation on Mr. Freeman's gross 
income is a stipulation on not using the garnishent for any purpose. To so find would be 
unjust. BOCC acted appropriately by using the stipulated income amount of $1,443.01, as they 
show in Findings of Fact 15. BOCC did not increase Mr. Freeman's income arnount by adding 
the gamishent amount. BOCC only amended the amount of the Freemans' expenses to reflect 
the change in the garnishment amount. This is an appropriate reflection of the Freemans' future 
economic situation. If this Court considered the stipulation on Mr. Freeman's income as a 
stipulation on the garnishment amount also, then this Court would be requiring the BOCC to 
completely overlook a potential "resource" from which the Freemans can pay their medical 
expenses. This would be in conflict with the policies of the Medical Indigency statute. See I.C. 
3 1-3501. 
B. Whether St. Luke's is to be awarded Attorney's Fees and Costs. 
Because St. Luke's has not prevailed in this action, this Court does not award attorney's 
fees and costs to St. Luke's. 
VII. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, this Court AFFKMS the determination of BOCC that Megan 
Freeman is not medically indigent. 
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Dated: 
Signed: 
Barry Wood, District Judge 
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( 6 )  (1) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has been 
paid. 
(d) ( I )  'That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
je) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20. 
DATED THIS day of April 2009. 
LAW OFFICE OF STEVEN PITTS, P.A. 
Steven B. Pitts 
Attorney for the Appellant 
NOTICE OF .%PPEAL - Page 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HER-EBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF 
APPEAL was served this day of April 2009 by U.S. h4ai1, postage pre-paid, on the 
ibllowing person(s): 
Deputy Goodi~ig County Prosecuting Attorney 
Luveme Sliull 
P.O. Box 86 
Cooding, ID 833 30 
Attorneys for Iiespondent 
Linda Ledbetter 
Gooding County Court Reporter 
570 Rim View Dr. 
Twin Falls, ID 8330 1 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 
ST. LUKE'S MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL ) 
MEDICAL CENTER, LTD, an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation ) ORDER RE: AMENDED NOTICE 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
) Supreme Court Docket No, 36467-2009 
) Gooding County Docket No. 2008-645 
BOAPD OF COUNTY COMMISSIOmRS ) 
OF GOODING COUNTY, 
The Notice of Appeal in the above captioned matter filed in this Court May 4,2009, 
requested that a Reporter's Transcript be prepared. However, because there was no trial in this 
date(s) and title(s) of the hearing(s) required to be transcribed for purposes of this Appeal: 
therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT l 3 E E B Y  IS ORDERED that Appellant shall file an AMENDED NOTICE OF I 
A P P E K  which complies with Idaho Appellate Rule 17, and shall specify the date(s) and title(s) 
title of the hearing(s) required to be transcribed for purposes of this Appeal. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDER that Appellant shall serve the Reporter(s) with a copy of 
the Amended Notice of Appeal and shall indicate in the Amended Notice of Appeal which 
reporter(s) was served. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED the Amended Notice of Appeal shall be filed with the 
District Court within fourteen (14) days &om the date of this Order. In the event an Amended 
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Steven B. Pitts, ISBX4957 
LAW OFFICE OF STEVEN PITTS P &) 
Attorney at Law i;& pri, L Z  a:j 10: 5 7 
450 Falls Avenue, Suite 201 G5,:Ji, .A ,a J LLLll; 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83 30 1 JULIE GOLD 
Telephone: (208) 734-5682 8". , .__-_ _____---- 
Facsimile: (208) 733-2482 gc2G [<{ 
Attorney for Appellant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF COODING 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
OF COODING COUNTY, 
ST. LUKE'S MAGIC VALLEY 1 c?&S&4c & .  c': ir w&--645 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, LTD., an ) 
Idaho nonprofit corporation (regarding ) Gooding Countv Docket i"f 2008-645 
Megan Freeman), ) Docket No. 36467-2009 
Respondent. iil 
Appellant, 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF 
GOODING COL'NTY, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY, LUVERNE SHULL, DEPUTY 
GOODING COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE- 
ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellant, St. Luke's Magic Valley Regional Medical Center. Ltd. 
("Hospital"), filed a notice of appeal on Mav 1. 2009 against the above-named respondent. Board 
of County Commissioners of Gooding County. ("Board") to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 




AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Order on Petition for Judicial Review entered in the above-entitled matter on the 24"' day of 
March 2009, Honorable Judge Barry Wood presiding, affirming the final decision of the Board 
of County Gon~missioners of Cooding County. 
2. That the above named appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and 
the judgrnent or order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and pursuant 
to Rule I I I.A.R. 
3. The following is a preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant 
then intends to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent 
the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal. 
(a) Whether the District Court erred in affirming the Board's finding that the Patient 
has sufficient, available resources to pay for her medical costs? 
(b) Whether the Board's finding was supported by substantial, competent evidence 
andlor was erroneous as a matter of law? 
(c) Whether the Hospital is entitled to costs and attorney fees on appeal? 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? NO 
If so, what portion? 
5. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? YES 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
The entire reporter's standard transcript, as defined in Rule 25(a), I.A.R., of the hearing 
on oral arguments held on Tuesday, February 24.2009. 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's (agency's) 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
Unless otherwise covered by Rule 28, I.A.R., the appellant requests that the entire record 
lodged with the District Court be included in the record of the appeal to the Suprerne Court. 
7. 1 certify: 
(a) that a copy of this amended-notice of appeal has been served on the reporter 
(b) ( I )  That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) (1) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has been 
paid. 
(d) (1) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(e) That sewice has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20. 
DATED THIS $2.jlh&ay of a 2009. 
LAW OFFICE OF STEVEN PITTS, P.A. 
Steven B. Pitts 
Attorney for the Appellant 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF 
APPEAL was served this day of 2009 by U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid, on the 
kllowing person(s): 
Luveme Shull 
Deputy Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 86 
Gooding, ID 83330 
Attorney for Respo~ident 
Linda Ledbetter 
Gooding County Court Reporter 
570 Rim View Dr. 
Twin Falls, ID 8330 1 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 
EXHIBIT LIST 
St. Lukes MVRMC vs Gooding County 
Gooding County Case #CV 2008-645 
Supreme Court Case #36467-2009 
(FROM CONSOLIDATED CASE CV 2007-790) 
1. Dec. 10,2007 Petition for Judicial Review 
2. Feb. 28,2008 Petitioners Brief 
3. Mar. 31,2008 Respondent's Brief 
4. Jun. 25,2008 Order on Petition for Judicial Review 
5. AGENCY RECORD (submitted with original petition) 
*** Counsel are NOT getting additional copies of the exhibits listed on this page - you should 
already have these documents - along with your copy of the agency record submitted. These 
documents will be forwarded to the Supreme Court with the Clerk's record. *** 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNW OF GOODING 
ST. LUKES MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, LTD, 
Petitioner/Appellant, 1 
Supreme Court No. 36467-2009 
VS. 
) CLERKS CERTIFICATE 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, 1 
Respondent. 
I, Cynthia R. Eagle-Emin, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth 
Judicial District, of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding, do hereby 
certify that the above and foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was compiled 
and bound under my direction as, and is a true, full and correct Record of the pleadings 
and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules. 
I, do further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in the above 
entitled cause will be fully lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the 
Court Reporter's Transcript and the Clerk's Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this 5 day of June, 2009. 
Clerk of the District Court 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
CynthizLWEagle-Ervin 
Deputy Clerk 
